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Stochastic Analysis of Some Expedited Forwarding
Networks
Milan Vojnovic´ and Jean-Yves Le Boudec
Abstract— We consider stochastic guarantees for net-
works with aggregate scheduling, in particular, Expedited
Forwarding (EF). Our approach is based on the assumption
that a node can be abstracted by a service curve, and the in-
put flows are regulated individually at the network ingress.
Both of these assumptions are inline with the current defini-
tion of EF [1], [2]. We derive bounds to the complementary
distributions of the backlog, delay through a single node,
and the end-to-end delay. We also give a bound on the loss-
ratio. Our analysis is exact under the given assumptions.
Our results should help us to understand the performance
of networks with aggregate scheduling, and provide the ba-
sis for dimensioning such networks.
Keywords— Expedited Forwarding, diffserv, Aggregate
Scheduling, Statistical Multiplexing, Stochastic QoS, Service
Curve, Packet Scale Rate Guarantee, Queueing, Loss Ratio
I. INTRODUCTION
XPEDITED FORWARDING (EF) is a per-hop be-
havior (PHB) of the differentiated services (diffserv)
Internet [1], [2]. With the EF PHB, individual flows (called
“micro-flows”, or “inputs” in this paper) are shaped sepa-
rately at network access; from there on, they are served in
an aggregate manner. Our objective is to derive probabilis-
tic guarantees for EF network under the following assump-
tions.
Our approach is based on assumption that the EF PHB
can be abstracted by a service curve.
(A1) We suppose a node offers to the aggregate of all EF
traffic a service curve
 
, that is
	

 
ﬀﬁﬃﬂ	ﬀ "!#%$&' (1)
where


(
is the output data from the node on ) *
(,+
and
(
is the data which is accepted for service (i.e. not lost)
at the input of the node during ) *
(,+ [3], [4], [5].
The most recent definition of EF PHB (Def. IV.1 in [6]
or DEF 1 in [1]), referred to as Packet Scale Rate Guar-
antee (PSRG), implies the service curve property, where  
has the form
 
(.-0/13254 (this is called a rate-latency
service curve, with rate
/
and latency
2 ). A special case
of PSRG is a scheduler that gives a static non-preemptive
priority to EF traffic over non-EF traffic; here the rate is
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the server rate and the latency is the service time of the
maximum-length non-EF packet. In Section IV, we use
another property of PSRG, namely, the fact that delay can
be bounded from backlog.
(A2) We suppose that the EF traffic inputs (micro-flows)
at the network ingress points are mutually independent.
This assumption is also made in other work [7]. Note that
we make no independence assumption for flows inside the
network.
(A3) We suppose each EF input (micro-flow) at the net-
work ingress point is regulated, that is to say, for a given in-
put 8 there exists a wide-sense increasing function 9: such
that
;
:
(<=;
:
#$
9:
ﬃ>ﬀﬁ@?ACB"D$
where

;
:
	
is the data observed on ) *
(,+
of the input 8 at
the network ingress point.
In general, we derive our results for arbitrary arrival
curves, and, in particular, we study the leaky-bucket regu-
lated inputs; 9:
	E-GF
:
HJI
: .
(A4) We suppose KL)  ;
:
(.M
;
:
,+L$NF
:
.J
, for any
%$&
, where
F
:
-PORQS
TSUDV
9H:
(
 W
Indeed, the assumption (A4) is implied for the input
flows with stationary and ergodic increments [8], [9], but
not vice versa. Thus, (A4) is a weaker assumption. Note
that we allow for the input flows with non-stationary in-
crements as long as (A4) is verified. However, for some
of our results we need stationary ergodic increments of the
inputs to ensure certain limits exist; we explicitly indicate
when such an assumption is needed.
We now explain the organization of the paper and high-
light our main findings. We discuss the state of the art
in Section II. In Section III we give the theoretical foun-
dations of our work; the results given in this section are
of general interest for statistical multiplexing of regulated
inputs to a multiplexer that offers a service curve to the
aggregate input. Our prior work [9] gives us a catalog of
probabilistic bounds to the backlog for the latter system.
In Section III-A we go a step further and give a bound on
the backlog that accommodates heterogeneously regulated
inputs (Theorem 1), and which performs better than the
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bounds of Theorems 4 and 5 in [9]. Moreover, in Theo-
rem 2, for a special case of leaky-bucket regulated inputs,
we give three bounds to the complementary distribution of
the backlog. A remarkable feature of the three bounds is
that they are functions of some aggregate parameters of the
leaky-bucket regulators.
In order to derive a probabilistic bound on the delay
of a packet through a node we need an upper bound on
the complementary distribution of the backlog as seen at
packet arrival epochs. In Section III-B we find an inequal-
ity between the complementary distribution of the backlog
seen at arrival epochs and the steady-state complementary
distribution of the backlog (as seen at a randomly chosen
point). In fact, we prove a more general result in Theo-
rem 3, and then specialize the result to the complementary
distribution in Corollary 1.
When evaluating the performance of statistical mul-
tiplexing, a common performance metric studied is the
probability that the buffer is above a given level. However,
a performance metric of practical relevance is the loss ra-
tio, which is a fraction of the data lost over a long time
interval. In Theorem 4 (Section III-C) we give an exact
upper bound on the loss rate and loss ratio in terms of the
complementary distribution of the backlog process, a de-
terministic bound on the loss ratio [10], [11], and the ag-
gregate arrival curve. We study the many small sources
asymptotic regime in Section III-D; we identify the dom-
inant probability and Bahadur-Rao asymptotic bounds of
our exact bound in Theorem 1, and also discuss the typical
time scale to overflow for leaky-bucket regulated inputs.
In Section IV we apply our findings to EF. We show
how to obtain a probabilistic delay bound, based on the
delay-from-backlog bounds of PSRG nodes. Then we ap-
ply a majorization by fresh traffic in order to find bounds
at any node inside the network. Lastly, we explain differ-
ent approaches, both exact and approximate, to compute
an upper bound on the complementary distribution of the
end-to-end delay through a sequence of nodes.
Section V studies our analytical results through numer-
ical computations. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
Proofs of the theorems are deferred to Appendix.
II. RELATED WORK
One approach to study EF is to derive deterministic
bounds; this is pursued by Charny and Le Boudec in [12]
and Bennett, Benson, Charny, Courtney, and Le Boudec
in [6]. A worst-case bound on the delay jitter in [12], for
leaky-bucket regulated EF input flows, is sup-linear in the
maximum hop count, and it explodes at a certain utiliza-
tion that may be rather low. Thus, the deterministic ap-
proach gives us hard QoS guarantees that may be quite
pessimistic estimate of the performance. This leads us to
seek for probabilistic guarantees.
An alternative probabilistic approach is proposed by
Bonald, Proutie`re, and Roberts [7]. Their approach relies
on two main assumptions. First, the EF traffic at the net-
work ingress is better than Poisson meaning that the vir-
tual waiting time distribution for the EF input traffic to a
single node is stochastically smaller than if the input is re-
placed with a Poisson process with the same intensity as
the original input. Second, it uses a conjecture that the jit-
ter is negligible, which would ensure, if the EF traffic is
better than Poisson at the network ingress, it remains so as
the EF traffic passes through a sequence of nodes in the
network. A remarkable property of the better than Pois-
son approach is that it is parsimonious in the parameters
needed to characterize the input traffic – it requires only
the intensity of the input. However, it is not clear whether
the EF traffic would be better than Poisson, and whether
the negligible jitter conjecture would be verified. Our ap-
proach does not make such assumptions, and our analysis
is exact under our set of assumptions. In addition, [7] as-
sumes that a node offers a static non-preemptive priority
for EF traffic over non-EF traffic. Our results are valid
for a node that offers a service curve, and thus accommo-
date the static priority system, but also other systems as
discussed earlier.
In our prior work [9] we derive probabilistic bounds to
the backlog for a network element that offers a service
curve to the aggregate of independent regulated flows. The
catalog of the bounds given there consists of two sets of the
bounds. The first set of bounds is derived upon the virtual
segregation of the backlog to individual input flows, and
then observing that such virtual backlogs are with bounded
support we applied Hoeffding’s inequalities [13] to obtain
closed-form bounds for both homogeneously and hetero-
geneously regulated inputs. It turns out that the bound for
homogeneously regulated inputs generalizes the result of
Kesidis and Konstantopoulos [14], which is for a work-
conserving constant service rate server. The second set
of bounds is derived upon an approach originally due to
Chang, Song, and Chiu [8] for a work-conserving constant
service rate server. Our extension is to a super-additive ser-
vice curve. Moreover, we derive bounds that hold exactly
in continuous time and improve upon the bound in [8]. We
also give two closed-form bounds for heterogeneously reg-
ulated inputs. In the present paper, we use the second set
of bounds since it is shown that the bounds of the second
set exhibit superior tightness than the bounds of the first
set [9], [8].
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III. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
We introduce some more notation. For the input ag-
gregate
X	
, consisting of Y flows, we write
X	Z-
[0\
:R]^

:
	
. Also, the aggregate arrival curve is denoted
as 9
(_-
[0\
:R]^
9H:
	
, and the upper bound on the aggre-
gate sustainable rate as
F0-
[0\
:R]^
F
: . Lastly, `ba
(dce-
FCgfhi_

*kj .
In Lemma 1 [9], for   super-additive, we show that
l 	#$nml (
, for any

, where
ml (.- ﬂ	oqp
Tsrbtuwv(ubT
hx(<X@   @<
j
W (2)
where y
-0QRAbhiz{

*}| 9
z~$   z~
j .
We say that
 
is super-additive if
  g.
   (g   
,
for all
'<

* . Many service curves are super-additive,
but not all. A sufficient condition is that
 
is convex; in
particular, the rate-latency service curve is super-additive,
thus this additional assumption is not restrictive for our
application to EF.
Note that y is the intersection of the aggregate arrival
curve 9 and the service curve
 
. Intuitively, think of y
as an upper bound on the busy period. This is formally
correct if
 
is a strict service curve
  (the service curve  
is strict if in addition to (1) the backlog l %- * , for 
given in (1)).
For two functions 
5
, define 


5.-0ﬂoqpq
;
h

z~
1z
j . For example, 

9

 

is the required buffer size to
ensure loss-free operation.
We use
m
l
e
defined above to obtain an upper bound to
the complementary distribution of
m
l
e
, and thus an upper
bound to the complementary distribution of
l
e
.
A. An Improved Bound on Backlog
Theorem 1: Consider a node that offers a super-additive
service curve
 
. Then, under (A1)-(A4), for any  , it holds
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(3)
for any ÁPÂÄÃ , and any *
-0
;
$Å
^
$NÆÆ}$ÅÇ0-
y .
Proof: Appendix A.
The bound (3) and our other bounds in [9] satisfy
the economy of scale, a notion originally introduced by
Botvich and Duffield [15]. It means that if we scale È and
 
as É

Y

, then the probability to overflow decays expo-
nentially with Y . We also note that with fixed aggregate
arrival curve, the bound in (3) is tightest for all the inputs
having identical arrival curves 9 :
	Ê-
9
	(Ë
Y . We call
this the economy of equality; it tells us that we get the best
performance if the input flows all have the same arrival
curve constraint.
Next we give three bounds to the probability to over-
flow for leaky-bucket regulated inputs. The bounds require
some aggregate knowledge about the leaky-buckets. As
such, they merit is when the knowledge about the input
aggregate to a node is limited, or if the per-flow state is not
allowed, which is inline with diffserv philosophy.
Theorem 2: (Three Bounds to the Backlog for Leaky-
Bucket Regulated Inputs) Consider a node that offers a
super-additive service curve
 
, fed with leaky-bucket reg-
ulated inputs; 9:
	Ì-ÍF
:
GI
: . Then, under (A1)-(A4),
for any

, it holds
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Proof: Appendix B.
Let

Ö
FZ-
)
F
^

WÆWÆW
(F
\
+
and

Ö
I×-
)
I
^

WÆWÆW
	I
\
+
be the vec-
tors of the sustainable rates and burstiness parameters, re-
spectively. Consider the following aggregate parameters:
(P1) [ \
:R]^
F
: – the aggregate sustainable rate,
(P2) [ \
:R]^
IØ
:=Ù
the second moment of

Ö
I
,
(P3) [ \
:R]^
F
Ø
:
Ù
the second moment of

Ö
F
,
(P4) [ \
:R]^
F
:
I
:
Ù
the correlation of

Ö
F
and

Ö
I
.
Then, it is readily seen that the bounds in (4) require that
we know upper bounds to: (a) (P1)-(P4), (b) (P1)-(P3), and
(c) (P1)-(P2). It is a remarkable property that the bound (c)
in (4) needs only two aggregate parameters, namely, (P1)
and (P2). An issue of the interest is how much we loose in
terms of tightness as we know fewer aggregate parameters.
We explore this numerically in Section V.
B. Bound on the Backlog at Arrival Epochs
In the previous section we consider the steady-state
complementary distribution of the backlog. This may be
empirically interpreted as a fraction of time the backlog
is above a given level (time average). Here we consider
the complementary distribution of the backlog as seen by
the packet arrivals, which may be empirically interpreted
as a fraction of the arrival data that encounter the back-
log above a given level (Palm average). We denote this as
ÚÛ
for the arrival process
 ( K Û is the expectation with
respect to
ÚÛ ).
Theorem 3: Consider a node that offers a service curve
 
. Define Ü
 
-Ýﬂ	obp
TsÞ

;ßCà
T
4
¡á
r
ß¸à
T
á

. Suppose the input

is with stationary increments and intensity â
FJã
Ü
 
. Then,
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for any measurable function ä
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Proof: Appendix C.
Take ä
æ%-çf
à¥è
Þ V
á
æ~
in (5), then we directly obtain
the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Under the assumptions of the theorem, it
holds
ÚÛ
 m
l 
*
é
È
#$
Ü
 
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Ú
 m
l 
*
#é
È

W
Remark 1: Konstantopoulos and Last [16] study a
work-conserving constant service rate server. They prove
equality in (5) for any measurable function ä cå 4 Ö å .
Remark 2: The corollary tells us that for the majorizing
process
ml
, the complementary distribution of the backlog
at arrival epochs is less than or equal to the steady-state
complementary distribution of the backlog, times the ratio
of the maximum slope of
 
on ) *

y
+
and the intensity of the
arrival process â
F
. For the rate-latency service curve
 
-
/2¡
4
, it reads as ÚÛ
~m
l

*
_é
È
#$ëêì
a
Ú
Hm
l

*
#é
È

.
Note that the result in Corollary 1 is established for a
majorizing process ml e to the backlog l e . As such, it
enables us to state:
ÚÛ

l

*
é
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#$
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 
â
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Ú
Hm
l

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È

W
C. Bound on the Loss Ratio
Insofar, we consider upper bounds to the complemen-
tary distribution of the backlog process. However, in prac-
tice, the real performance metric of the interest is the loss
ratio (a fraction of data lost over a long time interval). For-
mally, let í
	
be the data lost in ) *
(¶+
, then the loss ratio
is defined as â
î
-ïORQS
TSUÌV
í
	(Ë'X	
. The next theorem
gives us an exact bound on the loss ratio in terms of the
complementary distribution of the backlog. Thus, having
identified an upper bound on the complementary distribu-
tion of the backlog, the next theorem enables us to directly
obtain an upper bound on the loss ratio.
Theorem 4: Consider a node that offers a service curve
 
and finite buffer capacity ð . Let
l

e
be the backlog of
a virtual system identical to the original system, but with
a buffer size sufficient to ensure no losses. Let Üî
	-òñ
QRAq
v	ubT
ßCà
v
á
4ó
ô
à
v
á
. Then, an upper bound on the loss rate is
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(6)
Moreover, for ergodic inputs with stationary increments,
and the intensity of the aggregate input â
F
, an upper bound
on the loss ratio is
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Proof: Appendix D.
Remark 3: A similar expression to (6) was obtained by
Likhanov and Mazumdar [17] for a work-conserving con-
stant service rate system in the regime of the many sources
asymptotics. Our result shows us that the bounds on the
loss rate and loss ratio hold exactly (not only asymptot-
ically). Moreover, we show it holds for a service curve
network element, which encompasses a work-conserving
constant service rate system, and thus it is more general.
Lastly, for regulated input flows, we improve the bound on
the loss rate by tightening the upper boundary of the inte-
gral in (6) from  to ð  Üî 5ñx 9 5ñx . It can be readily
shown that Ü
î
	
9
	{$


9

 

ð , for all


* , and
thus the bounds in (6) and (7) are better than if we use


9

 
E
ð in place of Ü
î
5ñx
9
5ñx
.
Example 1: Consider leaky-bucket regulated inputs
9:
	 - F
:
.ÕI
: with
[
\
: ]^
F
:
- F
and
[
\
:R]^
I
:
- I
.
Suppose the rate-latency service curve
 
	ß- /.&2¡54
.
Then,
Ü
î
	E-

ñß
ó
a
T
4
 #$Å2
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
à
ô
Þ
ß
á
 #éÅ2 (8)
where 

9

 
L-GFk2#JI
.
Indeed, Ü
î
(
is a hard deterministic bound to the loss ra-
tio over any interval of length
 [11], [10]. It is evident that
(8) is overly conservative with respect to (7).
D. Many Small Sources Asymptotics
In the preceding sections and [9], the bounds we de-
rived are exact. The bounds hold exactly for any setting of
the parameters, and in particular, the bounds are valid for
any number of the input flows. In this section we consider
asymptotic counterparts to the bounds given earlier. In par-
ticular, we study the many small sources asymptotics – the
buffer size and capacity scale as É

Y

, where the number
of the input flows Y tends to infinity.
We will see that in the asymptotic regime our bounds
admit a simpler form. One reason to study the asymptotic
results is to gain insight how the bounds behave, in partic-
ular, what is the most likely way the backlog build up.
We have
ŁÎ{	ﬃ

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b
	q
Łﬁﬀßﬁ¡
 
ﬀß
 ﬃﬂ
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 ﬃﬂ

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ﬂ

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ﬃ
ﬂ

¦

 "ﬂ

,


b
(b
Łﬀ=
 
ﬀ=
 ﬃﬂ

ﬃ#!
ﬂ


 
ﬃ$i¶
À (9)
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for any Á ÂÃ , and any *
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-ë ?&(')+*
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Þ
^
Þ-,-,-, Þ
Ç
r
^/.
h¡
'
4
^
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'
j . We note that
the first inequality is from [9], and the second and third
inequalities are evident by definition of 9 .
Suppose the 0 -th summation term in the last inequality
of (9) is bounded with 2 r(1
à
v/2
á
, for some positive-valued
function

. Suppose *
- 
;
$P
^
$nÆÆ$ïÇ -
y
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iñ
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Then, for the many small sources scaling
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,
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
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

Â ) *

y
+
such that
1

 -
QRAq
v
);:
;
Þ t=<
1
. Note that (10) does not require   to be
unique on ) *

y
+
; however, the partition *
-ç
;
$ 
^
$
ÆÆ{$ Ç -
y need to ensure a unique minimum of
hÆ1
;
51
^

WÆWÆW
51
Ç
r
^

j . If

 is unique on ) *

y
+
, then
it may be interpreted as the typical time scale (e.g. [17],
[8]) to overflow a given level of the buffer.
We readily identify the function

for our bound in (3)
>

ﬂ
@? A
¶>@#!
ﬂ

 CB+ﬂ 
ﬁ$i,
¦

¢

EDF



F

ﬂ

¢
(G H
8DF

6I

F
À/J
­
³

¢

 (11)
Likewise, one may derive the many small sources asymp-
totics for our other bounds in [9].
Note that (10) holds for any Á Â×Ã . We can take a
uniform partition of ) *

y
+
such that %
-
y
Ë
Á , and then
let Á Ö

. This allows us to replace 9

%

in (11) with
ORQRLKM
;
9

%

. For a right-hand continuous 9 at * , we re-
place 9

%

with 9

*

; if, in addition, 9

*
D-
* , the term
9

%

in (11) vanishes. The term indeed vanishes for peak-
rate constrained aggregate input. In the further notation we
keep 9

%

, but the above observations hold.
In the particular case of a node that offers a rate-latency
service curve, fed with leaky-bucket regulated inputs, we
can show that

 is unique, and it is equal to
_-×szLN
y
ê
N
y
@OÄ2 (12)
where P
?
¤

ÔRQ

µ
£TS,¬
Ô
k­

D
F


B
FVUWF
 

D
F


U
¢
F

D
F


B
F
U
F
 
¤

ÔRQ

µ
£XS,¬
Ô
k­

D
F


B
¢
F
À
for È
ã
È

, otherwise, set
zÄ-
y , for È


È

, and
Y[Z \^]"_`Tacbed
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Fig. 1. The typical time-scale to overflow versus the buffer size

. The setup us is as follows: the inputs are homogeneous,
xy?
ø

, MTU=1500 Bytes, z ? ø|{  Mbps, } =MTU ~z , and
U

?
{ MTU. The number in the brackets denotes 
Ô
G
 as
a fraction of  .
and
È

-×s/_F
[
\
: ]^
F
:
I
:
[0\
:R]^
F
Ø
:
&/g2#
9

%

W
We note that y ê is a value of

in (11) at which, in the
minimum operation, the first term becomes larger than the
second term. On the other hand, È  is a cut-off buffer size
at which the typical time scale to overflow turns from one
value to another. In Fig. 1 we show numerical values for


versus the buffer size È , for one particular example. For
the utilization larger than 0.5, we observe that

 is equal
to
2
for È
ã
È

and then it is equal to y ê
N
y for È


È

.
We compare with the bounds of Theorems 4 and 5 in [9]
for leaky-bucket regulated inputs:
(B1) [
Ç
r
^'
]
;
!|&kp" 
Ø
à>à¥è
4
ß¸à
v
2
á
r
a
v
2[
b
á

á
i

_
`Tahb
à
a
`
v/2[
b
4
`
á
i
(B2) [
Ç
r
^'
]
;
!|&kp
àSà©è
4
ßCà
v2
á
r
a
v2[
b
á

á
i
Ø

_
`Tahb

i
` 
.
Similar but different bounds than (B1) and (B2) are ob-
tained by majorization (9), which amounts to replacing

'
4
^
with

'
and adding

9

%

term within
e54
. It can
be shown that for the former bound,


- 2
for È
ã
È

,
and


-
y for È


È

. For the latter bound, we have


-ò2
. Thus, with the former bound, for the buffer sizes
larger than È  , the typical time scale to overflow becomes
y , which may be quite large, in particular, for high utiliza-
tion. Our bound (3) lessen the latter effect since the typical
time scale to overflow for È


È
 is reduced to y ê
N
y .
We readily obtain Bahadur-Rao [18] bound, as Y Ö  ,
Ú

l

*
ßé
È
Ł
ñ
  



2
r(
à
v
4
á
 (13)
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where



E-×
(
È
   

@Fk


9

%
(54 Ø
[ \
:R]^
9 :



Ø
W
For identically distributed inputs (in our case, for the ho-
mogeneously regulated inputs) Likhanov and Mazumdar
[17] (Proposition 2.1) show that (13) is an exact asymp-
totics up to a multiplicative constant
ñ
É
5ñxË
Y

. Their
result is under two assumptions: (1)   is unique, and (2)
ORQRÅQRAq
TSUÌV

	(ËﬃORA_é
* . It can be shown that in our
case (1) holds, and (2) is not needed given that we have
a finite summation in (9). On the other hand, for hetero-
geneously regulated inputs, one may use the central limit
approximation as discussed in [19] (Section 5.4). Indeed,
the pre-factor in (13) scales as ñxË+ Y , which was observed
also elsewhere, e.g. by Montgomery and de Veciana [20].
We come back to the Bahadur-Rao bound in Section V,
where we give a numerical example to demonstrate how
much we improve with the Bahadur-Rao pre-factor.
IV. APPLICATION TO EF
A. Delay-from-Backlog for a PSRG Node
In general, for an arbitrary node, we cannot directly de-
duce a bound on the complementary distribution of the de-
lay from the complementary distribution of the backlog.
However, this is possible if the node can be abstracted
with PSRG, as is the case for the proposed definition of
EF. Indeed, a delay-from-backlog bound for PSRG nodes
is given in [6] for FIFO nodes, and it is proven in [21] that
it holds without the FIFO assumption.
Proposition 1: For a PSRG node with rate
/
and latency
2
, it holds
Ú
1
*
éz~$
ÚÛ

l

*
#éÅ/z 2(ﬃﬀﬁ@zd
Å2  (14)
where
w
*

is a delay incurred by an arbitrary packet that
arrives at time * .
Proof: By Theorem 1 in [6] and Theorem III.1 in
[21], the delay for a packet arriving at time  is bounded by
l
	(Ë/G2
; then simply use this point-wise majorization
to obtain (14).
Thus, combining (14) with Corollary 1 and any upper
bound on the steady-state complementary distribution to
the backlog (e.g., (3) or (4)), we obtain an upper bound on
the complementary distribution of the delay.
B. Majorization by the fresh traffic
Our bounds in [9] and (3), and typically the bounds
found elsewhere, are based on the assumption that the in-
put flows are mutually independent. Thus, we cannot ap-
ply the bounds directly, because it is not realistic to sup-
pose the input flows to any node in the network are mu-
tually independent; the flows may get correlated as they
share common upstream nodes. However, it is reasonable
to suppose that the input flows at the network ingress are
mutually independent (our assumption (A2) in Section I).
We suppose that the delay jitter incurred at the upstream
nodes to a given node is bounded by  . Such a bound
indeed exists with finite buffer sizes; use the delay-from-
backlog [6], [21] to obtain  -×R@ñxk ?&h ð Ë/  X2 wj ,
where

is the maximum hop count, ð is the buffer size,
/
 the service rate, and
2
 the latency of the node  . Then,
we majorize increments of the input flows to a given node
by the fresh traffic at the network ingress

:
(<
:
#$;
:
	@<;
:
=


W
Originally, such a majorization is suggested by Chang,
Chiu, and Song [8]. In particular, for our bounds in (3)
and (4) this amounts to replace  ' 4 ^ with  ' 4 ^   . We
discuss in the next section how we can obtain a tighter
bound on the delay jitter incurred at the upstream nodes
to a given node in computing a probabilistic bound on the
end-to-end delay. It is our work in progress to investi-
gate whether our bounds can be applied directly for some
non-independent input flows. We note that we can easily
generalize our bounds to non-independent input flows by
using H 
ﬀ
lder’s inequality in our application of Chernoff-
Hoeffding’s bounds. Then, it can be shown that all our
bounds to the backlog remain the same, but with the ex-
ponent divided with Y ; this precludes the statistical multi-
plexing gain.
C. Delay Through a Sequence of Nodes
Let

 be the delay of an arbitrary packet through the
node  . Suppose the packet traverses

nodes. Thus, the
end-to-end delay incurred by the packet is
"-
^

Ø
GÆÆW
W (15)
In Section IV-A we show how to derive an upper bound


z~
to
Ú


é0z~
. The next issue is to obtain an upper
bound on Ú
 éz~
, which we denote as  
z~
.
Our first approach gives us  
z
that holds exactly,
 
z~E-

¡
]^



z


W (16)
This is readily shown by noting
<$¢ß ?&1he
^

WÆWÆW
;
j ,
and then
Ú
 é&z $
Ú
s ?&~he
^

WÆWÆW
;
j
é



$
Ú
£

)+*
^
Þ-,-,-, Þ

.
he

é


j

$
[

]^
Ú


é


$
[

]^






W
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As (16) is derived by summing up  times the maximum
delay along the route, it may yield a conservative bound
on the end-to-end delay. Clearly, (16) is sup-linear in the
hop count

.
Our second approach holds for associated
he
^

WÆWÆW
;
j .
The sequence
he
^

WÆWÆW
W
j is associated ([22], Sec. 4.3.1)
if, in particular, for all non-decreasing mappings 
c
å

Ö
å
, KL)¥¤

]^



,+d

¤

]^
K.) 


,+
. Obvi-
ously, for mutually independent

^

WÆWÆW
W
, the sequence
he
^

WÆWÆW
W
j is associated. The sequence
h
â

^

WÆWÆW

â
W
j
is said to be an independent version of
he
^

WÆWÆW
;
j if
â

^

WÆWÆW

â
W
are mutually independent, and

 and â

 have
the same distribution for all 
- ñ
WÆWÆW
¦
. It can be shown
Ú
s ?&~he
^

WÆWÆW
W
j
é z~ $
Ú
s ?&~h
â

^

WÆWÆW

â
W
j
é z~
,
which gives us a product-form bound
 
z~.- ñ

§
]^
5ñ



z

(
W (17)
Indeed,
Łﬃ©¨«ª
;¬



À
­¦
À

s®+¯±°
®
@?
ø@ 
Ł©¨«ª
;¬



À
¦­
À

®¯_±°
®

?
ø 
ŁﬃV²´³sµ¶

¼-·-·-· ¼
®¸
¬


³

°
®
¯Æ
?
ø "¹
®
³


Ł


³
º°
®

Note in (17),   z [

]^






, with





¼» ñ
for all 
-Íñ
WÆWÆW
¦
. Thus, in this case, we do not expect
(17) to be substantially superior than (16).
Our third approach is an approximation that may give a
tighter bound on the end-to-end delay. It is based on as-
suming the delays incurred at different hops are indepen-
dent. Such an assumption is also made in [7]. Then, by
(15), the end-to-end delay is a  -fold convolution of  ^ z~
to

bz
.
As discussed in Section IV-B, for the majorization by
the fresh traffic,


z
is also function of  , a bound on
the delay jitter incurred at the upstream nodes to the node
 . From the delay-from-backlog bound [6], [21], we know
that we can use 
- R{ ñxk ?&

)+*½
Þ-,-,-, Þ

.
h
ó¿¾
ê
¾
Z2

j ,
where ð is the buffer size,
/
 the service rate, and
2
 the
latency at the node  . An improvement may be achieved
by a further approximation. Let  
z


be  
z
in (16),
with the upper bound on the upstream delay jitter equal
to  . Then, given there is a unique  9


* such that
 


9


9
=-
3 , for some small *
ã
3
ã ñ
, we obtain an
upper bound on the delay jitter at the upstream nodes that
does not hold with probability 1, but with a high probabil-
ity.
The latter approach uses a uniform bound on the delay
jitter incurred at the upstream nodes to any node in the net-
work. An alternative approach goes as follows. We again
suppose the delays incurred at different nodes are indepen-
dent. But, we take as an upper bound on the delay jitter
incurred at the upstream nodes to the node  as  , given
that

^
<ÆÆ(À

r
^
-
 . This effectively amounts to that

^

WÆWÆW
W
are made dependent due to our majorization by
the fresh traffic. This gives us the following recursion for
the upper bound on Ú

^
 ÆÆsÁ

é&z~
, which we denote
as   
z
,
  
z~E-ÃÂ

;


z ÅÄwÄb/
 
ê

r
^
VÄb
  
r
^
z~
where  
ê

e#- ñß
 Æ
e
, and Ú


éGzÄÅÄ
|

^
0ÆÆ


r
^
-±Äb$


z 8ÄwÄb
.
Lastly, if one prefers simplicity over tightness, for log-
concave


z
, for all 
- ñ
WÆWÆW

 , one may use an ex-
ponential upper bound on  
z~
, 
- ñ
WÆWÆW

 , and then
 
z
is simply

-Erlang complementary distribution.
A detailed evaluation of the tightness of bounds to the
complementary distribution of the end-to-end delay pre-
sented in this section is left for further study.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We compare numerically the bounds given in (4). We
consider two traffic classes, each consisting of YÇ
-ÉÈ
*
flows, Ê
-nñ
 . Class-Ê flows are
F
Ç
	I
Ç

leaky-bucket
regulated. The service curve is the rate-latency with
/Ê-
ñ5È
* Mbps and
2"-
MTU/
/
, where MTU=1500 Bytes. We
also compare with the bounds (B1) and (B2) given in
Section III-D. The bounds are computed as the infimum
over uniform partition of ) *

y
+
, thus

'
-
0y
Ë
Á , for
0
-
*

WÆWÆW

Á .
In Fig. 2 (two upper graphs), we show the bounds for the
homogeneous case (

Ö
F
and

Ö
I
non-correlated); in Fig. 2
(two lower graphs) we show the bounds for the heteroge-
neous case (

Ö
F
and

Ö
I
positively correlated). We make the
following observations. First, (B1) is better than (B2) in
most of the cases, except for high utilization. The bound
(a) in (4) is very close to the bound (B1) for low to mod-
erate utilization. For high utilization, (a) in (4) fixes the
deviation of (B1). Second, bounds (b) and (a) in (4) are
close to each other in all the cases. Third, bound (c) in (4)
is fairly close to the bound (a) in (4) for low utilization. As
the utilization increases, (c) in (4) moves gradually from
(B1) to (B2). Forth, the deviation of (B2) for high utiliza-
tion is indeed stronger for positively correlated

Ö
F
and

Ö
I
and larger
[
\
:R]^
I
Ø
:
. Last, but not least, (B1) and (a)-(b)
in (4) are insensitive to the utilization (i.e.

Ö
F ) for low to
moderate utilization.
Our earlier numerical results indicate that with the
bounds (B1), (B2), and (a)-(b) in (4) we have insensitivity
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Fig. 2. Bounds with input aggregate of two traffic classes.
Class-Ð consists of x
~5A
( B5Ñ
À
U
Ñ ) leaky-bucket regulated in-
puts. The two upper graphs are for homogeneously regu-
lated inputs B5Ñ ? B
~
x
,
U
Ñ
?
{ MTU. The two lower graphs
are for heterogeneously regulated inputs B  ?E A  z­~ x ~5A  ,
B
¢
?Ò Óe
z­~
ﬁx
~eA

,
U

?
A MTU,
U
¢
?ÔÓ
MTU. Other
parameters are set as z
?
ø={

Mbps, MTU=1500 Bytes,
}
?
MTU ~5z .
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Fig. 3. Bound (a) in (4) and (B1) versus the homogeneous coun-
terpart to (B1) (Theorem 3 in [6]). The circles show the
bound (a) in (4); the solid line is for (B1); the dashed line is
for the homogeneous counterpart to (B1).
with respect to

Ö
F
for low to moderate utilization. Asymp-
totic analysis tells us that the typical time scale to overflow
is a small fraction of y in those cases, and thus, in the de-
nominator of the exponents in (B1), (B2), and (a)-(b) in
(4), a major impact is attributed to the burstiness parame-
ters, i.e.
[0\
:R]^
I
Ø
:
.
Next, we confront our bound (B1) to its counterpart de-
rived under the assumption that the input flows are homo-
geneously regulated (Theorem 3 in [9]). In Fig. 3, we show
the bounds (B1), (a) in (4), and the homogeneous counter-
part to (B1) versus the normalized buffer size. We observe
that for low utilization (B1) and (a) in (4) are conserva-
tive with respect to the homogeneous counterpart of (B1).
However, for high utilization the discrepancy between the
bound (a) in (4) and the homogeneous counterpart to (B1)
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Fig. 4. Exact (thick solid line), dominant probability (thin solid
line), and Bahadur-Rao (dashed line) bounds to the backlog;
the homogeneous case with B
F
?Ö
z=~
x
,
UWF
?
{ MTU,
xL?
ø
e
, z
?
ø={

Mbps, MTU=1500 Bytes, } ? MTU ~z .
becomes smaller; the bounds get fairly close to each other,
and even, for very high utilization, (a) in (4) outperforms
the homogeneous counterpart to (B1). It is also noteworthy
that, contrary to (B1), the bound derived upon the assump-
tion that the input flows are homogeneously regulated is
not insensitive with respect to

Ö
F
for low to moderate uti-
lization.
In Fig. 4, we show our exact bound (a) in (4), its dom-
inant probability, and the Bahadur-Rao improvement for
the setup given in the caption of the figure. We observe
that Bahadur-Rao improvement is moderate; it is about an
order of magnitude uniformly over the buffer size.
We compare our bounds to the backlog with Better than
Poisson bound [7] in Fig. 5. We fix the aggregate arrival
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Fig. 5. A comparison with Better than Poisson approach. The
input flows are homogeneously regulated. We fix the aggre-
gate arrival curve to
ﬃR,×?
B
¦
U
with B
?E
z and
U
?
{
e
MTU; z
?
ø={

Mbps, } ?Ø , MTU=1500 Bytes. The
thick lines are for
xÁ?
{
e
; the thin lines are for
xÁ?
ø
e
.
Our bound (a) in (3) is shown as solid line; its homoge-
neous counterpart (Theorem 3 in [9]) as dashed line; and the
asymptotic expansion for M/D/1 [7] as dotted line.
curve to 9
	Å- FC= I
with
Fë-
9
/
and
I - È
**
MTU. We show the results for three different utilizations
9
-
*
W


*
W
Èk
*
WÚÙ , and for the number of input flows
Y
- ñ
**
¦È
** . See the caption of Fig. 5 for the setup of
other parameters. As pointed out in Section 3, our bounds
admit the economy of scale, thus as we scale the buffer
size and the service rate as É

Y

, the bound on the back-
log decays exponentially with Y . Equivalently, we fix the
buffer size, service rate, and 9 , but scale 9: as É
5ñxË
Y

.
On the other hand, the Better than Poisson bound is invari-
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ant with respect to the number of input flows; it depends
solely on
F
. The results in Fig. 5 confirm that our bounds
decay with Y . We observe that for Y
-¢È
** , which corre-
sponds to
I
Ç
-çñ
MTU, our bound derived upon assum-
ing the inputs are homogeneously regulated (Theorem 3
[9]), is fairly close to the Better than Poisson bound. For
Y
- ñ
** , which corresponds to
I
Ç
-ÛÈ
MTU, our bounds
give a more pessimistic estimate than the Better than Pois-
son. This leads us to conclude that with bursty input flows
the Better than Poisson approach may give over-optimistic
estimate of the performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a framework to derive probabilistic guaran-
tees for networks with aggregate scheduling, e.g. expe-
dited forwarding. Our approach is based on assumption
that a node can be abstracted with a service curve, which
is verified with the current definition of EF [1], [2]. A
remarkable feature of our approach is that the bounds we
obtain are exact, they are valid for any setting of the pa-
rameters, and in particular for any number of the inputs.
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APPENDIX
I. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
From Lemma 2 [9], it holds
Łﬃ>ÎS,	ﬃ
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q
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(18)
for any ÁPÂÄÃ and any *
-N
;
$Å
^
$NÆÆw$Å¡ÇN-
y .
Next, by Hoeffding’s inequality for non-uniformly
bounded random variables *
$
:
	k 
:
$
9:
Ê
,
for any
d$  (A3), we obtain Ú s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(19)
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where in the nominator of the exponent we use (A4).
On the other hand, in [9] (Inequality (14)) we show
Ú
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Finally, indeed, the minimum of (19) and (20) is an up-
per bound on Ú
s	ﬃXﬃ<
'
4
^
#é
È
   
'
(
. Using
this minimum in (18) completes the proof.
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The first inequality in (4) is a corollary of Theorem 1
for leaky-bucket regulated inputs. The second inequality is
obtained by upper-bounding the first term in the minimum
operation in (4) (a) as follows
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where the inequation is by Cauchy-Schwartz’s inequality.
The last inequality in (4) is by a trivial bound
[0\
:R]^
F¸Ø
:
$&FkØ
. This completes the proof of the theorem.
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Let
m


-Nâá
 
.
Eá
 
is called the min-plus convolu-
tion of

and
 
, defined by
s
á
 
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);:
;
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j . By [8], [9], the infimum is obtained for
z
Â ) *

y
+
, thus the majorizing process ml 	 defined in
Equation (2) satisfies ml 	E-0	@Pm  ( .
We now state and prove a preparatory lemma, and then
continue with the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 1: We have
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It follows from the lemma that
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Combining (21) with (22) we obtain
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Take the expectation at both sides to obtain
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where the Palm expectation is by Campbell’s formula [22].
Replacing å æ with ä we prove (5).
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
By the service curve property, there exists
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where the upper boundary in the integral is the determinis-
tic upper bound on the lost data í
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is the generalized Chuang and
Chang’s bound [11], [10].
The bound to the loss ratio (7) is immediately obtained
by observing â
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. This completes
the proof of the theorem.
